
ARTS 
that 

TOUCH MY HEART



“The work of art is a scream 

of freedom.”   - Christo

“The art o
f p

eople is tr
ue 

mirror of th
eir m

inds.” 

     
- J

awaharlal  N
ehru

Art = the expression or application 
of human creative skill and 

imagination, typically in a visual 
form such as painting or sculpture, 
producing works to be appreciated 

primarily for their beauty or 
emotional power.

“Art e
nables us to

 fin
d ourselves 

and lo
se ourselves at th

e same 

tim
e.”    -

 Thomas M
erton

Art evokes the mystery without 

which the world would not 

exist. 

                                         - Rene Magritte



For me, art means expressing 
yourself in ways you want or 
can. Something what makes 
you look at or listen. 
Art is everything around us 
even the oxygen we breathe. 
It just depends on our point 
of view.



ART

Performing Music 

Visual 
Literature 



VISUAL 

ARTS



Painting

Drawing

Photography

Animated
movie

Animated 
movie

Cartoon



Caravaggio - Crucifixion of Saint Peter
                                     
                                  It’s so real.

Michelangelo - The Last Judgment



Drawings
with

a deep 
meanings



Photos of Earth 
and Universe

Do you know that 
type of emotion, 
when you feel like 
absolutely nobody, 
but it calms you 
down?
 Yes, that’s how I 
feel when I look at 
any types of 
universe photos.





LITERATURE
ARTS



Novel

Poetry

Quote





● the only poetry book 
from which I read all 
the poems

● my favorite poem is 
“Zlatý kolovrat”, 
(Golden wheel), 
because it ends well 
and fairly

● I don’t really 
appreciate poem 
“Dceřina kletba” 
(Daughter’s curse). 
I haven’t any 
particular reason, it 
just doesn’t give me 
the same emotions as 
the others poems



I never thought that this turtle could 
touch my soul more than anyone else.



PERFORMING
ARTS



Serial/Video Clip

Movie/

Musical/Drama

Opera/

Dance



Euphoria

● TV series showing problems 
of today’s teenagers (and 
adults) - drug/alcohol/sex 
addiction, abortion and its 
psychological consequences, 
mental issues/ilness

This one of the best 
teenage series in 
the world. Each 
character is deeply 
shown and this 
visual aesthetic is 
mesmerizing.





Elastic heart
Sia

● music video clip
● contemporary dance
● singing by Sia
● lyrics by Sia, The Weeknd 

and Diplo
● dancers: Maddie Ziegler 

                          Shia LaBeouf

This is one of the most beautiful video clips I’ve ever seen. It has a very deep meaning that can be seen in 
so many different ways and yet none of them can be wrong. Pure connection between powerful music 
(with “unreal” vocals by Sia) and emotional dancing with expression of so many kinds of emotions. I was 
literally shaking when I first saw it. 
In these many kinds of understanding of this video, I prefer the original one, which was “created by Sia 
herself”, to see two types of personalities (Maddie is hyperactive, Shia is calm) fight against each other in 
one head, one soul (the cage). It shows “a personality disorder” - mental illness that Sia’s long been 
treating.



Find me
G. Papadakis/G. Cizeron

● ice dance
● choreography: Romain 

Haguenauer, Marie-France 
Dubreuil, Samuel Chouinard

● artist: Gabriella Papadakis
                                & 
             Guillaume Cizeron

● music (spoken word) - Find me

These two are reason why I watch ice dancing and prefer it to figure skating. They are not 
doing sport anymore, they are creating ART. Each performance from them since 2015 is 
breathtaking, but this performance is something special. The text of the song “Find me” is 
spoken, so they dance mainly to the “rhythm of speech” and express every word with 
their movements. In ice dance party they are incomparable to other pairs because they 
are completely different class of beauty. I can’t express it by words, you have to see it.



MUSIC



Music is life
.



Tokio Myers 
● pianist and multi musician
● he combines piano with 

other instruments
● mixes classical with 

modern music or only 
modern music

● won 1st place in BGT 2017 



Hans Zimmer

Sometimes when I 
listen him, I doubt he 

is from this planet

Each of his 
soundtracks

is
MASTERPIECE





● arts, especially video clips with 
sexual content that doesn’t have 
other deeper meaning than just 
earn more views (today’s 
society is very “sexually 
oriented”) or just doesn’t have a 
reason at all 

What type of art 
I hate?

CENSORED



My wish is visit TMBK 
exhibition. Why? Because of...


